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KamLAND-ZeN History
(KamLAND Zero Neutrino Experiment)

• Target: 0νββ Xe-136 in LS (*). 

• Funded in FY2009
• Debut at Neutrino2010 at Athens
• KamLAND exists (ultra low radio active BG), Liquid scintillator 

experience. 
• R&D: Xe gas handling system, miniBalloon
• Fabrication in 2010-2011
• Installation into KamLAND 2011 Summer
• DAQ start 2011 September

• 2νββ results and 0νββ limits from KamLAND-Zen (1st, 2nd result)

• New 0νββ limit from KamLAND-Zen (3rd result)
(*) PRL72,1411(1994)

136Xe
136Cs

136Ba

×
Qββ=2.46 MeV

PRC 85, 045504 (2012)  PRC 86, 021601(R) (2012) 

 PRL 110, 062502 (2013)



KamLAND-Zen

3

1200 m3 LS+1800m3 BO
1325 17”PMTs + 554 20”PMTs
σEnergy = 6.6 % / √E
σPosition = 15 cm / √E
238U: 3.5×10-18 g/g 232Th: 5.2×10-17 g/g

Water Cherenkov Outer Detector
225 20” PMTs

Calibration access

20
m

20m

136Xe loaded LS in mini-balloon
320 kg (2.4 % by weight)
90 % enriched
238U: 1.3×10-16 g/g 232Th: 1.8×10-15 g/g

3.1m

2700 mwe



mini-Balloon
Fabrication at Sendai in Spring 2011
Installation into KamLAND in Summer 2011

Making gores. 
Ultrasonic cleaning 
with pure water.

Installation into 
KamLAND

Packed and N2 purged. 
Ready for shipping to 
Kamioka.

25 μm Nylon6
transparency 99.4% @400nm
Xe barrier < 220 g/year

Class 1 clean room

U: 2×10-12 g/g
Th: 3×10-12 g/g

Class 10-100 clean room

214Bi
19.9 m

214Po
164 μs

β+γ

α
210Pb
22 y

238U



CHAPTER 3. DOUBLE BETA DECAY WITH KAMLAND-ZEN 45

Step 1
Installation

Step 2
Inflation

Step 3
Replacement

Figure 3.16: Pictures of the real scale test balloon used for the installation re-
hearsal. Instead of liquid scintillator, water used. Folded balloon just after the
installation (left), inflated with +0.2% by weight water (center), and layer produc-
tion test (right). In the right picture, red at the top is ±0.0% by weight, transparent
at the center part is +0.2% by weight and blue at the bottom is +0.4% by weight
density. Density di!erence is made by sugar and water is colored with food additive.

Step 1 comes from two requirements that (i) a limitation of an opening section
and (ii) submerging the IB in LS wholly. Due to the spherical shape of KamLAND
balloon and a stainless tank, its connection between the inside and the outside of
the detector is placed at the top of the detector and its flange size is only 50-cm-
diameter. So 1.54-m-radius nylon IB should be folded up like a tube and keep
its shape during the installation. To keep folded shape, the IB is covered with
the films (inner envelope) and tied with a mesh sheet as shown in Fig. 3.17. Of
course, these shape keepers should be removed completely from the detector after
the installation. Then ropes are connected to one vertex of every films. Mesh sheets
are held by nylon pins. Pins are also connected to another ropes. When pull the
ropes, pins come out and mesh sheets come untied, and all items are drawn up.
For the requirement (ii), we use +0.4% by weight of heavy LS (!90 litter in total)
as a weight to sink the IB straight with keeping its folded shape. Although nylon
density is heavier than KamLAND LS, the IB contains air/nitrogen inside and it
gives buoyancy force to the IB. By the repetition of sending small amount of liquid
and sinking, the IB sinks straight slowly. A teflon tube supplies LS in the IB. Its
end is at the bottom of the corrugated tube.

After the installation, the IB is inflated by dummy-LS firstly to investigate
whether it has a leak point or not. This is step 2. Dummy-LS composition is
decane, PC and PPO. It does not contain xenon. During this step, we collect the
data with KamLAND and if some leaks are found, the IB will be pulled out from
the inner detector immediately. Density is also controlled during the filling.

When dummy-LS filling finishes successfully, it is replaced to the Xe-LS (step
3). To replace the LS, density di!erence between dummy-LS and Xe-LS is needed
to keep layers. This method looks di"cult but from the experience of distillation

Picture from test installation at test facility. 

Pictures from real installation



Xe compressor

Xe recovering

LS storage

Xe-LS facility

Gas storageGas control

Xe dissolving

LS distillation

Xe distillation (XMASS prototype)
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Data sets
 systematic uncertainty 2012(%) 2013 (%)

fiducial volume 5.2 4.0

enrichment of Xe 0.05 0.05

Xe amount 0.34 0.36

energy scale 0.3 0.3

detection efficiency 0.2 0.2

total 5.2 3.9

(*) PRC 86, 021601(R) (2012)       (**) PRL 110, 062502 (2013)
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3rd result(*)

# filtration 
(later explained)

VFV/Vtotal= 0.438 ± 0.005 @2012

NFV/Ntotal= 0.423 ± 0.007(stat.) ± 0.004(syst.) @2012
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T2ν1/2=2.30±0.02(stat)±0.12(syst) ×1021 years
PRC 86, 021601(R) (2012)   
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Observed ratio of 134Cs/137Cs is consistent
with Fukushima-I reactor fallout (soil sample).

http://radioactivity.mext.go.jp/ja/contents/6000/5233/24/5600_201203131000_press.pdf

Fukushima-I reactor fallout (ex.137Cs)
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data set in PRC 86, 021601(R) (2012)

Candidates (T1/2) χ2    (2.2-3.0 MeV)

[1] 0ν+110mAg    (250 d) 13.1
[2] 0ν+208Bi (3.6×105 y) 22.7
[3] 0ν+88Y          (107 d) 22.2
[4] 0ν+60Co         (5.3 y) 82.9

simultaneous fit 11.6
0ν only 85.0

Most likely

Only 4 nuclei with T1/2 > 30 days and 
with peak around 0ν region remained.
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Filtration in February 2012

Xe-LS facility

50 nm PTFE 2.3 × volume



3rd result on 0νββ

impurities in the Xe-LS; those from muon-induced spalla-
tion products; and those external to the Xe-LS, mainly
from the IB material. The U and Th contaminations in
the Xe-LS can be investigated by the delayed coincidence
detection of 214Bi-214Po and 212Bi-212Po. Assuming secular
equilibrium, the 238U and 232Th concentrations are esti-
mated to be !1:3" 0:2# $ 10%16 g=g and !1:8" 0:1# $
10%15 g=g, respectively. The 238U level reported in
Ref. [2] was overestimated due to slight contamination of
222Rn in early data, which can be removed. To allow for the
possibility of decay chain nonequilibrium, however, the
Bi-Po measurements are used to constrain only the rates for
the 222Rn-210Pb subchain of the 238U series and the
228Th-208Pb subchain of the 232Th series, while other back-
ground rates in both series as well as a contribution from
85Kr are left unconstrained.

Spallation neutrons are captured mainly on protons
(2.225 MeV) and 12C (4.946 MeV) in organic scintillator
components, and only rarely on 136Xe (4.026 MeV) and
134Xe (6.364 MeV), with fractions of the total captures,
9:5$ 10%4 and 9:4$ 10%5, respectively, for the latter
two. The neutron capture product 137Xe (!%, " &
5:5 min , Q & 4:17 MeV) is a potential background,
but its expected rate is negligible in the current 0#!!
search. For carbon spallation products, we expect event
rates of 1:11" 0:28 !ton ' day#%1 and !2:11" 0:44# $
10%2 !ton ' day#%1 from 11C (!(, " & 29:4 min , Q &
1:98 MeV) and 10C (!(, " & 27:8 s, Q & 3:65 MeV),
respectively. There are no past experimental data for
muon spallation of Xe, but background from short-lived
products of Xe with lifetimes of less than 100 s is con-
strained from the study of muon time-correlated events [2].

By looking at events near the IB radius, we found that
the IB, which was fabricated 100 km from the Fukushima-I
reactor, was contaminated by fallout from the Fukushima
nuclear accident in March 2011 [2]. The dominant activ-
ities from this fallout are 134Cs (!( $’s) and 137Cs
(0.662 MeV $), but they do not generate background in
the energy region 2:2<E< 3:0 MeV relevant to the 136Xe
0#!! decay search (i.e., the 0#!! window). In this
region, the dominant IB contaminant is 214Bi (!( $’s)
from the U decay chain. The Cs and U are not distributed
uniformly on the IB film. Rather, their activity appears to
increase proportionally with the area of the film welding
lines. This indicates that the dominant IB backgrounds may
have been introduced during the welding process from dust
containing both natural U and Fukushima fallout contam-
inants. The activity of the 214Bi on the IB drives the
spherical fiducial radius in the analysis.

In the combined DS-1 and DS-2 data set, a peak can also
be observed in the IB backgrounds located in the 0#!!
window on top of the 214Bi contribution, similar in energy
to the peak found within the fiducial volume. To explore
this activity we performed two-dimensional fits in R and
energy, assuming that the only contributions on the IB are

from 214Bi and 110mAg. Floating the rates from background
sources uniformly distributed in the Xe-LS, the fit results
for the 214Bi and 110mAg event rates on the IB are
19:0" 1:8 day%1 and 3:3" 0:4 day%1, respectively, for
DS-1, and 15:2" 2:3 day%1 and 2:2" 0:4 day%1 for
DS-2. The 214Bi rates are consistent between DS-1 and
DS-2 given the different fiducial volume selection, while
the 110mAg rates are consistent with the decay time of
this isotope. The rejection efficiencies of the FV cut
R< 1:35 m against 214Bi and 110mAg on the IB are
(96:8" 0:3) and (93:8" 0:7)%, respectively, where the
uncertainties include the uncertainty in the IB position.
The energy spectra of selected candidate events for DS-1

and DS-2 are shown in Fig. 1. The !! decay rates are
estimated from a likelihood fit to the binned energy spec-
trum between 0.5 and 4.8 MeV for each data set. The
background rates described above are floated but con-
strained by their estimated values, as are the detector
energy response model parameters. As discussed in
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FIG. 1 (color). (a) Energy spectrum of selected candidate
events together with the best-fit backgrounds and 2#!! decays,
and the 90% C.L. upper limit for 0#!! decays, for the combined
data from DS-1 and DS-2; the fit range is 0:5<E< 4:8 MeV.
(b) Closeup of (a) for 2:2<E< 3:0 MeV after subtracting
known background contributions.
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Ref. [2], contributions from 110mAg (!! decay, " "
360 day, Q " 3:01 MeV), 88Y (EC decay, " " 154 day,
Q " 3:62 MeV), 208Bi (EC decay, " " 5:31# 105 yr,
Q " 2:88 MeV), and 60Co (!! decay, " " 7:61 yr, Q "
2:82 MeV) are considered as potential background sources
in the 0#!! region of interest. The increased exposure
time of this data set allows for improved constraints on the
identity of the background due to the different lifetimes of
the considered isotopes. Figure 2 shows the event rate time
variation in the energy range 2:2<E< 3:0 MeV, which
exhibits a strong preference for the lifetime of 110mAg, if the
filtration is assumed to have no effect. Allowing for the
110mAg levels between DS-1 and DS-2 to float, the esti-
mated removal efficiency of 110mAg is (1$ 19)%, indicat-
ing that the Xe-LS filtration was not effective in reducing
the background. In the fit to extract the 0#!! limit we
include all candidate sources in the Xe-LS, considering
the possibility of composite contributions and allowing for
independent background rates before and after the filtration.

The best-fit event rate of 136Xe 2#!! decays is
82:9$ 1:1%stat& $ 3:4%syst& %ton ' day&!1 for DS-1, and
80:2$ 1:8%stat& $ 3:3%syst& %ton ' day&!1 for DS-2. 82%
of the 2#!! spectrum falls within the analysis visible
energy window (0:5<E< 4:8 MeV). These results are
consistent within the uncertainties, and both data sets
indicate a uniform distribution of the Xe throughout the
Xe-LS. They are also consistent with EXO-200 [3] and that
obtained with a smaller exposure [4], which requires the
FV cut R< 1:2 m to avoid the large 134Cs backgrounds on
the IB, more appropriate for the 2#!! analysis.

The best-fit 110mAg rates in the Xe-LS are 0:19$ 0:02
and 0:14$ 0:03 %ton ' day&!1 for DS-1 and DS-2,

respectively, indicating a dominant contribution of
110mAg in the 0#!! region. The next largest background
is 214Bi on the IB remaining after the FV cut, while 208Bi,
88Y, and 60Co have at most minor contributions. The
90% C.L. upper limits on the number of 136Xe 0#!!
decays are <16 events and <8:7 events for DS-1 and
DS-2, respectively. Combining the results, we obtain a
90% C.L., upper limit of <0:16 %kg ' yr&!1 in units of
136Xe exposure, or T0#

1=2 > 1:9# 1025 yr (90% C.L.). This

corresponds to a factor of 3.3 improvement over the first
KamLAND-Zen result [2]. The hypothesis that back-
grounds from 88Y, 208Bi, and 60Co are absent marginally
increases the limit to T0#

1=2 > 2:0# 1025 yr (90% C.L.). A

Monte Carlo simulation of an ensemble of experiments
based on the best-fit background spectrum indicates a
sensitivity [7] of 1:0# 1025 yr. The chance of obtaining
a limit equal to or stronger than that reported here is 12%.
A combination of the limits from KamLAND-Zen and

EXO-200, constructed by a $2 test tuned to reproduce the
result in Ref. [3], gives T0#

1=2 > 3:4# 1025 yr (90% C.L.).

The combined measurement has a sensitivity of 1:6#
1025 yr, and the probability of obtaining a stronger limit
is 7%. From the combined half-life limit, we obtain a
90% C.L. upper limit of hm!!i< %120–250& meV consid-
ering various NME calculations [8–11]. The constraint
from this combined result on the detection claim in
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impurities in the Xe-LS; those from muon-induced spalla-
tion products; and those external to the Xe-LS, mainly
from the IB material. The U and Th contaminations in
the Xe-LS can be investigated by the delayed coincidence
detection of 214Bi-214Po and 212Bi-212Po. Assuming secular
equilibrium, the 238U and 232Th concentrations are esti-
mated to be !1:3" 0:2# $ 10%16 g=g and !1:8" 0:1# $
10%15 g=g, respectively. The 238U level reported in
Ref. [2] was overestimated due to slight contamination of
222Rn in early data, which can be removed. To allow for the
possibility of decay chain nonequilibrium, however, the
Bi-Po measurements are used to constrain only the rates for
the 222Rn-210Pb subchain of the 238U series and the
228Th-208Pb subchain of the 232Th series, while other back-
ground rates in both series as well as a contribution from
85Kr are left unconstrained.

Spallation neutrons are captured mainly on protons
(2.225 MeV) and 12C (4.946 MeV) in organic scintillator
components, and only rarely on 136Xe (4.026 MeV) and
134Xe (6.364 MeV), with fractions of the total captures,
9:5$ 10%4 and 9:4$ 10%5, respectively, for the latter
two. The neutron capture product 137Xe (!%, " &
5:5 min , Q & 4:17 MeV) is a potential background,
but its expected rate is negligible in the current 0#!!
search. For carbon spallation products, we expect event
rates of 1:11" 0:28 !ton ' day#%1 and !2:11" 0:44# $
10%2 !ton ' day#%1 from 11C (!(, " & 29:4 min , Q &
1:98 MeV) and 10C (!(, " & 27:8 s, Q & 3:65 MeV),
respectively. There are no past experimental data for
muon spallation of Xe, but background from short-lived
products of Xe with lifetimes of less than 100 s is con-
strained from the study of muon time-correlated events [2].

By looking at events near the IB radius, we found that
the IB, which was fabricated 100 km from the Fukushima-I
reactor, was contaminated by fallout from the Fukushima
nuclear accident in March 2011 [2]. The dominant activ-
ities from this fallout are 134Cs (!( $’s) and 137Cs
(0.662 MeV $), but they do not generate background in
the energy region 2:2<E< 3:0 MeV relevant to the 136Xe
0#!! decay search (i.e., the 0#!! window). In this
region, the dominant IB contaminant is 214Bi (!( $’s)
from the U decay chain. The Cs and U are not distributed
uniformly on the IB film. Rather, their activity appears to
increase proportionally with the area of the film welding
lines. This indicates that the dominant IB backgrounds may
have been introduced during the welding process from dust
containing both natural U and Fukushima fallout contam-
inants. The activity of the 214Bi on the IB drives the
spherical fiducial radius in the analysis.

In the combined DS-1 and DS-2 data set, a peak can also
be observed in the IB backgrounds located in the 0#!!
window on top of the 214Bi contribution, similar in energy
to the peak found within the fiducial volume. To explore
this activity we performed two-dimensional fits in R and
energy, assuming that the only contributions on the IB are

from 214Bi and 110mAg. Floating the rates from background
sources uniformly distributed in the Xe-LS, the fit results
for the 214Bi and 110mAg event rates on the IB are
19:0" 1:8 day%1 and 3:3" 0:4 day%1, respectively, for
DS-1, and 15:2" 2:3 day%1 and 2:2" 0:4 day%1 for
DS-2. The 214Bi rates are consistent between DS-1 and
DS-2 given the different fiducial volume selection, while
the 110mAg rates are consistent with the decay time of
this isotope. The rejection efficiencies of the FV cut
R< 1:35 m against 214Bi and 110mAg on the IB are
(96:8" 0:3) and (93:8" 0:7)%, respectively, where the
uncertainties include the uncertainty in the IB position.
The energy spectra of selected candidate events for DS-1

and DS-2 are shown in Fig. 1. The !! decay rates are
estimated from a likelihood fit to the binned energy spec-
trum between 0.5 and 4.8 MeV for each data set. The
background rates described above are floated but con-
strained by their estimated values, as are the detector
energy response model parameters. As discussed in
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FIG. 1 (color). (a) Energy spectrum of selected candidate
events together with the best-fit backgrounds and 2#!! decays,
and the 90% C.L. upper limit for 0#!! decays, for the combined
data from DS-1 and DS-2; the fit range is 0:5<E< 4:8 MeV.
(b) Closeup of (a) for 2:2<E< 3:0 MeV after subtracting
known background contributions.
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Comparison with other experiments

T0ν1/2>1.9 ×1025 years
 (90% C.L.)

T0ν1/2>3.4 ×1025 years
 (90% C.L.) 

+  EXO-200 (*)

Ref. [2], contributions from 110mAg (!! decay, " "
360 day, Q " 3:01 MeV), 88Y (EC decay, " " 154 day,
Q " 3:62 MeV), 208Bi (EC decay, " " 5:31# 105 yr,
Q " 2:88 MeV), and 60Co (!! decay, " " 7:61 yr, Q "
2:82 MeV) are considered as potential background sources
in the 0#!! region of interest. The increased exposure
time of this data set allows for improved constraints on the
identity of the background due to the different lifetimes of
the considered isotopes. Figure 2 shows the event rate time
variation in the energy range 2:2<E< 3:0 MeV, which
exhibits a strong preference for the lifetime of 110mAg, if the
filtration is assumed to have no effect. Allowing for the
110mAg levels between DS-1 and DS-2 to float, the esti-
mated removal efficiency of 110mAg is (1$ 19)%, indicat-
ing that the Xe-LS filtration was not effective in reducing
the background. In the fit to extract the 0#!! limit we
include all candidate sources in the Xe-LS, considering
the possibility of composite contributions and allowing for
independent background rates before and after the filtration.

The best-fit event rate of 136Xe 2#!! decays is
82:9$ 1:1%stat& $ 3:4%syst& %ton ' day&!1 for DS-1, and
80:2$ 1:8%stat& $ 3:3%syst& %ton ' day&!1 for DS-2. 82%
of the 2#!! spectrum falls within the analysis visible
energy window (0:5<E< 4:8 MeV). These results are
consistent within the uncertainties, and both data sets
indicate a uniform distribution of the Xe throughout the
Xe-LS. They are also consistent with EXO-200 [3] and that
obtained with a smaller exposure [4], which requires the
FV cut R< 1:2 m to avoid the large 134Cs backgrounds on
the IB, more appropriate for the 2#!! analysis.

The best-fit 110mAg rates in the Xe-LS are 0:19$ 0:02
and 0:14$ 0:03 %ton ' day&!1 for DS-1 and DS-2,

respectively, indicating a dominant contribution of
110mAg in the 0#!! region. The next largest background
is 214Bi on the IB remaining after the FV cut, while 208Bi,
88Y, and 60Co have at most minor contributions. The
90% C.L. upper limits on the number of 136Xe 0#!!
decays are <16 events and <8:7 events for DS-1 and
DS-2, respectively. Combining the results, we obtain a
90% C.L., upper limit of <0:16 %kg ' yr&!1 in units of
136Xe exposure, or T0#

1=2 > 1:9# 1025 yr (90% C.L.). This

corresponds to a factor of 3.3 improvement over the first
KamLAND-Zen result [2]. The hypothesis that back-
grounds from 88Y, 208Bi, and 60Co are absent marginally
increases the limit to T0#

1=2 > 2:0# 1025 yr (90% C.L.). A

Monte Carlo simulation of an ensemble of experiments
based on the best-fit background spectrum indicates a
sensitivity [7] of 1:0# 1025 yr. The chance of obtaining
a limit equal to or stronger than that reported here is 12%.
A combination of the limits from KamLAND-Zen and

EXO-200, constructed by a $2 test tuned to reproduce the
result in Ref. [3], gives T0#

1=2 > 3:4# 1025 yr (90% C.L.).

The combined measurement has a sensitivity of 1:6#
1025 yr, and the probability of obtaining a stronger limit
is 7%. From the combined half-life limit, we obtain a
90% C.L. upper limit of hm!!i< %120–250& meV consid-
ering various NME calculations [8–11]. The constraint
from this combined result on the detection claim in
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FIG. 2 (color). Event rate variation in the energy region
2:2<E< 3:0 MeV (136Xe 0#!! window) after subtracting
known background contributions. The three fitted curves corre-
spond to the hypotheses that all events in the 0#!! window are
from 110mAg (dashed line), 208Bi (dotted line), or 88Y (double-dot-
dashed line). The gray band indicates the Xe-LS filtration period;
no reduction in the fitted isotope is assumed for the$2 calculation.
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FIG. 3 (color). Experimental results on 0#!! decay half-life
(T0#

1=2) in
76Ge and 136Xe. The 68% C.L. limit from the claim in

Ref. [1] is indicated by the gray band. The limits for KamLAND-
Zen (this work), EXO-200 [3], and their combination are shown
at 90% C.L. The correlation between the 76Ge and 136Xe half-
lives predicted by various NME calculations [8–11] is drawn as
diagonal lines together with the hm!!i %eV& scale. The band for
QRPA and RQRPA represents the range of these NME calcu-
lations under the variation of model parameters.
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〈mββ 〉< (120-250) meV
 (90% C.L.) 

(#) Mod.Phys.Lett.A 21, 1547 (2006)
(*) PRL 109, 032505 (2012) 
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Strategy for Ag removal

Xe-‐LS	  +	  110mAg LS	  +	  110mAg

It was confirmed
110mAg remains in LS.
@2012 Summer

new	  LS

replace	  
with	  new	  
purified	  
LS

new	  Xe-‐LS

Xe	  purifica7on

Filling completed @2011
Filtration @2012 Feb.

Xe	  extrac7on

~1/100 Ag
 ~400 kg 136Xe
@2013 Summer

We are here
@2013 Spring
suspended since 
last autumn

Xe	  dissolving

Colored:	  done

Un	  colored:	  soon

×	  LS	  purifica7on



Fire accident

Fire wall

50 m

  KamLAND

Fire accident  
•20th Nov. 2012  ~noon
•At KamLAND entrance
•Far enough from KamLAND and other 

experimental sites
•Nobody was injured
•No damage to the KamLAND at all
•Some cables, cooling water pipes, air pipes 

were damaged 

  Super Kamiokande



• Power line was fixed temporarily in two weeks.
• DAQ started again in one month.
• Power line was fixed completely last week.

• Measures against (and preventing from) accidents 
were discussed and taken. 
•We are moving ahead. 

February 2013

We really appreciate a lot of encouragements. 

November 21st 2013



KKDC claim

inverted 
hierarchy
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d Xe-‐LS	  +	  110mAg

KamLAND2-‐Zen	  (2016-‐?)

new	  Xe-‐LS

Ongoing R & D  
• Light collector
• LS replacement
•γ/β discrimination
• Open KamLAND
• New photo senser
•   
•

KamLAND	  as	  a	  ultra	  low	  BG	  detector
Proposed experiments  
• 144Ce anti-ν source at L ~ 1 m
• NaI deployment 
• CdWO4 deployment
•  
•  

We are looking forward to

There exists 
~800 kg136Xe in the KamLAND site.

new	  miniBalloon+800	  kg	  136Xe

We are here.

We will start this summer.

We have experience of miniBalloon fabrication.



Summary
KamLAND-Zen 1st phase
- Data taking start on Sep. 2011
- 2νββ decay (precisely measured)

T2ν1/2=2.30±0.02(stat)±0.12(syst) ×1021 years 
- Lower limit on 0νββ decay

T0ν1/2 > 1.9×1025 years @ 90% C.L.
- Combined result with EXO-200
〈mββ〉< 120-250 meV @ 90% C.L.

It is inconsistent with KKDC  claim at more than 97.5 % C.L.

To improve the sensitivity
(background reduction in 0νββ region.)
- Purification of Xe and LS is ongoing

R&Ds for future KamLAND2-Zen are going on.
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We present results from the first phase of the KamLAND-Zen double-beta decay experiment,

corresponding to an exposure of 89.5 kg yr of 136Xe. We obtain a lower limit for the neutrinoless

double-beta decay half-life of T0!
1=2 > 1:9! 1025 yr at 90% C.L. The combined results from KamLAND-

Zen and EXO-200 give T0!
1=2 > 3:4! 1025 yr at 90% C.L., which corresponds to a Majorana neutrino mass

limit of hm""i< "120–250# meV based on a representative range of available matrix element calcula-

tions. Using those calculations, this result excludes the Majorana neutrino mass range expected from the

neutrinoless double-beta decay detection claim in 76Ge, reported by a part of the Heidelberg-Moscow

Collaboration, at more than 97.5% C.L.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.062502 PACS numbers: 23.40.$s, 21.10.Tg, 14.60.Pq, 27.60.+j

Double-beta ("") decay is a rare nuclear process
observable in even-even nuclei for which ordinary beta
decay is energetically forbidden or highly suppressed by
large spin differences. Standard "" decay proceeds by a
second-order weak interaction emitting two electron anti-
neutrinos and two electrons (2!""). If, however, the
neutrino is a massive Majorana particle, "" decay might
also occur without the emission of neutrinos (0!"").
Observation of such a process would demonstrate that
lepton number is not conserved in nature. Moreover, if
the process is mediated by the exchange of a light left-
handed neutrino, its rate increases with the square of the
effective Majorana neutrino mass hm""i % j!iU

2
eim!i

j,
and hence its measurement would provide information on
the absolute neutrino mass scale. To date there has been
only one claimed observation of 0!"" decay, in 76Ge [1].

At present there are several operating experiments per-
forming 0!"" decay searches with design sensitivities
sufficient to test the Majorana neutrino mass implied by

the claim in Ref. [1] within a few years of running:
GERDA with 76Ge, CUORE-0 with 130Te, and EXO-200
and KamLAND-Zen with 136Xe. Among those experi-
ments, KamLAND-Zen released its first 0!"" half-life
limit, T0!

1=2 > 5:7! 1024 yr at 90% C.L., based on a

27.4 kg yr exposure [2]. Although the sensitivity of this
result was impeded by the presence of an unexpected
background peak just above the 2.458 MeV Q value of
136Xe "" decay, the Majorana neutrino mass sensitivity
was similar to that in Ref. [1]. EXO-200 later improved on
this limit by a factor of 2.8 [3], constraining the result in
Ref. [1] for a number of nuclear matrix element (NME)
calculations.
As shown below, we have found the problematic back-

ground peak in the KamLAND-Zen spectrum to most
likely come from metastable 110mAg. We embarked
recently on a purification campaign to remove this isotope.
Doing so required extracting the Xe from the detector, thus
marking the end of the first phase of KamLAND-Zen. In
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